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AGENDA FOR THE SHORTLISTING MEETING FOR THE
APPOINTMENT OF HEADTEACHER/DEPUTY HEADTEACHER

1.

Opening prayer

2.

Apologies for absence

3.

Declaration of interest

4.

Consideration of applications against criteria

5.

Agreement of shortlist and decision to proceed to interview

6.

References

7.

Feedback to applicants not shortlisted

8.

Confirmation of selection process

9.

Interview day activities

10.

Responsibility for organising interview day(s)

11.

Invitation to interview - identity and qualification checks

12.

Close of meeting
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SHORTLISTING MEETING
Before the meeting
The board should be aware that the meeting could take up to two hours. It is therefore not sensible to link the
shortlisting meeting to another board meeting.
The clerk should copy the agenda and circulate it to the board in advance of the meeting, together with copies of
the applications received, the criteria for appointment and copies of the shortlist working sheet for each candidate
to help them make their preliminary assessment.
Copies of the timetable for the interview day(s) should be brought to the meeting.

Agenda Items
Agenda item 3: Declaration of interest
Before shortlisting begins, the list of applicants should be checked to ensure that there is/are no conflict(s) of
interest. A conflict of interest arises where the panel member has (or has had) a personal or working relationship
with an applicant, or is related to, or has prior knowledge of the applicant outside of the work environment which
could in any way affect the decision they make. It is a panel member’s responsibility to declare in full, any conflict of
interest at any stage during the recruitment process to the chair. They will then seek advice from the HR adviser on
the implications of the declared conflict of interest, who will make a recommendation on the next steps.
The above paragraph applies equally to any adviser involved in the appointment process.

Agenda item 4: Consideration of applications against critera
The board should decide after consideration of each application whether the candidate should be called for
interview or:


rejected (for example, because they do not meet one of the essential criteria) or;

 referred for further discussion once all applications have been considered.

Agenda item 5: Agreement of shortlist and decision to proceed to interview
After revisiting any applications referred for further discussion, the board will then be in a position to decide
whether they have a sufficiently strong shortlist to proceed to interview.
If the board is unable to shortlist then, in discussion with the diocesan recruitment adviser, they may decide to readvertise. The Diocesan Department for Education should be asked to advise on interim leadership arrangements.
If the appropriate decision is not to proceed to interview it is essential that this decision is taken in the context of a
formal minuted meeting involving all of the board.
The clerk (or another person appointed to do so) should record the reasons why individual candidates have not
been shortlisted. This record should be retained for six months after the interview as it can be called in for scrutiny
by a tribunal.
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Agenda item 6: References
It is important that a reasonable timeline is established which allows sufficient time for the return of references for
consideration before the interview day.
See Catholic Education Service guidance note on recruitment of staff for governing bodies (section A of the
recruitment guidance)
References are requested for those candidates who have been shortlisted. In line with the CES guidance, they are
used ‘to obtain objective and factual information to support appointment decisions’.
Only formal written references should be used. It is important to be clear about the information that is required in a
reference. It is helpful if professional references specifically address the criteria for appointment. The use of a pro
forma and standard letter requesting references is recommended as a means of obtaining precisely the information
that is required and of ensuring that the same information is gained about each candidate.
References allow the board to:


To comply with safer recruitment requirements.



To ensure that the essential requirement of ‘practising Catholic’ is evidenced with a supportive priest
reference.



To ensure that the applicant is supported professionally with a positive recommendation from their current
employer or headteacher.

References, as with application forms and other related materials, are strictly confidential and should not be
distributed outside of those involved in the appointment process. Care should be taken over their storage and
disposal during and after the process.
Any queries regarding references should be discussed with the recruitment adviser.

Agenda item 7: Feedback to applicants not shortlisted
It is important to agree who will provide quality feedback to the unsuccessful applicants.
For headteacher appointments an adviser should provide feedback to those not shortlisted. For deputy
headteacher appointments an adviser or the headteacher should provide the feedback.

Agenda item 8: Confirmation of selection process
The selection process is usually one day at primary level and two days at secondary level. It is usual to take all
candidates through the whole process. This allows the board to develop as fully an informed view as possible as well
as being fair to the candidates. The venue, start time and the outline timetable should be decided on. Responsibility
for detailed scheduling should be agreed. It is useful to refer the board to specimen timetables for primary and
secondary interview days in order to plan the process. For a two day process, overnight accommodation may be
needed by candidates.
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Agenda item 9: Interview day activities
A variety of activities can be used for the selection process. These can be classed as core and optional:
Core elements:
 Tour of the school. This is an opportunity for the candidates to familiarise themselves with the school and
seek further information.
 Collective Worship (primary) or assembly (secondary). As a faith leader in the school it is important that the
candidate is able to lead school worship.
 Data task. This is an essential element. A typical task would be a timed analysis of the most recent school
data and a presentation or the writing of an action plan. This is usually set by the local authority or
professional adviser.
 Formal interview with all the board and advisers present.
 Presentation.
 Taught lesson (for deputy headship interviews – lesson taught either in candidates own school or school
applying to).
 Student panel.
 Opportunity to meet staff.
Optional elements:
 Shared lesson observation of a teacher together with an adviser with observed feedback.
 Shared work analysis of a selection of books together with an adviser.
 Carousel of panels. Candidates may be asked to prepare a brief presentation (time-limited) on a given topic
for each panel. The advisers will suggest topics for consideration by the governing body.
 In-tray exercise.
 Roleplay e.g. chairing a meeting.
 Group discussion with all candidates present.
Presentations:
Presentation titles may be given in advance or on the interview day. The use of PowerPoint is mostly discouraged.
Governor panels:
Some elements will involve the full governing body and some will involve a smaller panel of the board. Advisers
should indicate which panels they will support and governor membership and chairs of panels should be agreed.
Questions:
The advisers will offer to prepare some questions for the board to choose from. If a deputy is being appointed, the
headteacher should take a leading role in preparing questions. The board should also be invited to bring possible
questions for both the interview. The question regarding Catholic practice must be asked of all candidates.
Confirm that the advisers will debrief unsuccessful candidates.
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Agenda item 10: Responsibility for organising interview day(s)
Confirm who will be responsible for all the arrangements. This includes the identity and qualification checks of
candidates, booking the venue, arranging lunch, the production of a final timetable and arranging any changes to
the school timetable to accommodate collective worship/assembly, student council meetings or lesson
observations.

Agenda item 11: Invitation to interview - identity and qualification checks
Agree who will send letters of invitation to interview (see model invitation to interview letter). The timetable and
details of any presentations to be prepared should be included. Candidates should also be informed what
documentary proof of identity and of qualifications they should bring. It is important that these are checked and
photocopied at the beginning of day one.
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REQUEST FOR FAITH AND CHARACTER REFERENCE
LETTER
This letter should be sent together with the pro forma on the following page and a copy of the Diocesan Briefing
Note on Practising Catholic by the chair of the board to the parish priest whose name and address are given on the
application form.

CONFIDENTIAL
Dear Father
(Name and address of applicant)
has applied to this school for the post of headteacher/deputy headteacher and has
given your name as a referee. I should be grateful if you would answer all of the questions on the attached
questionnaire in as much detail as you are able. In the interests of fairness the board has decided that only written
responses will be accepted.
It is a requirement of this post that the candidate meets the requirements of ‘practising Catholic’ in line with the
Diocesan Briefing Note. This document is included for your information.
Please ensure that the statement provided is reliable, and based on a careful and accurate assessment with full and
frank disclosure of all relevant matters. I hope the questionnaire helps you in this respect.
As additional information, which you may find useful, I enclose a copy of the job description and criteria of
appointment for the post.
I am enclosing a stamped addressed envelope for your reply.
The selection interviews will be held on _________. Please supply the information by _____________.
I thank you in anticipation for your assistance in this matter.
Yours sincerely

(Name)
Chair of the board
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REQUEST FOR FAITH AND CHARACTER REFERENCE
CONFIDENTIAL
Applicant’s name:
Address:

School and post applied for:

1. To your knowledge, does the applicant meet the requirements of ‘practising Catholic’ as outlined in the
Diocesan Briefing Note?

2. To your knowledge does this applicant attend Mass and receive the sacraments regularly?

3. To the best of your knowledge is this applicant’s personal life in keeping with the teachings of the Church?

4. Is there any evidence of the applicant’s practice of the faith in parish life? If so, please indicate:

5. In your opinion would this applicant be able to witness to the faith as a leader in a Catholic school?

6. Are you able to recommend this person for consideration for this post?
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7. Are there any other observations you would wish to make about this person which you believe are
relevant to the post?

Name of referee:

Designation:

Address:
Signature:

Date:
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REQUEST FOR PROFESSIONAL REFERENCE

Dear
(Name and address of applicant)
has applied to this school for the post of headteacher/deputy headteacher and has
given your name as a referee. I should be grateful if you would give your confidential professional assessment of
(name)’s suitability for the post by answering all of the questions on the attached questionnaire in as much details
as you are able. I enclose a copy of the criteria for appointment and would particularly ask that you comment on
(name)’s significant strengths or achievements in the experiences, skills and qualities specified within that
document.
Please comment on the candidate’s experience and commitment to their duties/responsibilities, the age groups
taught and their knowledge and experience of safeguarding.
Finally, I would be very grateful if you could state whether you recommend this person for appointment without
reservation.
I am enclosing a stamped addressed envelope for your reply.
The selection interviews will be held on _________. Please supply the information by ____________.
I thank you in anticipation for your assistance in this matter.
Yours sincerely

(Name)
Chair of the board
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REQUEST FOR PROFESSIONAL REFERENCE PRO FORMA

Applicant’s name:
Address:
School applied for:
Post applied for:
1. How long have you known this person?

2. In what capacity do you know this person?

3. Has this person ever been the subject of any disciplinary action (including investigations) whilst in your
employment?

;
4. If yes to 3, please state the outcome and date (and whether safeguarding concerns):

5. Since this post is considered exempt from the provisions of the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974
(Exceptions Order 1986), it would be in order for you to reveal any information you have about any
convictions against this person. Please give details if applicable.

6. Do you have any concerns regarding the candidate working directly with children and young people?

7. Are you aware of any reason which renders the applicant unsuitable for this position?
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8. If the person has left your employment, please indicate reason and date of leaving:

9. Would you re-employ this person in the same capacity within your organisation?

10. Please refer to the person specification and give your assessment on the following:
a) The applicant’s personal qualities and experience:

b) The applicant’s abilities and skills:

c) The applicant’s work performance:

d) Please give details of any areas of weakness in the candidate’s performance:
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11. Please comment on the candidate’s effective working relationships with:
a) Line manager:

b) Colleagues:

c) Other professionals:

d) Parents:

12. Do you have confidence in this person as a leader in a Catholic school?

13. Please add any additional comments which could assist in deciding whether to employ this candidate:

14. State whether you recommend this person for appointment without reservation:
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Name of referee:
Position:
Signature:
Date:

Name and Address of Referee’s
Organisation:

Telephone:
Email Address:
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SPECIMEN TIMETABLE FOR PRIMARY HEADTEACHER
INTERVIEW (ONE DAY, BASED ON TWO CANDIDATES)
8.45

Governing body briefing
1.

Opening Prayer

2.

Confirm arrangements for the day

3.

Discussion of presentation task

9.15

Candidates arrive.

9.30

Tour of the school and Collective Worship (ten minutes with half of full school reception to year 6)
Time
9.30
10.00

Collective Worship (school hall)
Candidate 1
Candidate 2

Tour
Candidate 2
Candidate 1

10.30 BREAK
Time
10.45
11.15
11.15
11.45

Data Task
Candidate 1 given data
Candidate 1 data presentation
Candidate 2 given data
Candidate 2 data presentation

School Council
Candidate 2
Candidate 1

12.15 Candidate identity and qualification checks
12.30 LUNCH - Candidates lunch with the board and staff
13.00 Governing body reconvenes


Agreement of questions for the formal interview and who will ask the questions

13.00 Presentations. Candidates have 30 minutes preparation time.
(Presentation 10 minutes with 5 minutes for governor questions).
Time
13.00
13.30
13.30
14.00

Candidate 1 given presentation title
Candidate 2 given presentation title
Candidate 1 presentation
Candidate 2 presentation

14.30 BREAK

15

14.40 Formal interviews


Approximately 40 minutes per candidate



At the end of the interview chair confirms that candidate is a practising Catholic and will accept the
post if offered

Time
14.40
15.20

Candidate 1
Candidate 2

16.00 Deliberation


Feedback on Collective Worship task



Feedback on data task



Feedback on school council



Presentation



Interview

17.00 The decision


The board use criteria to identify strongest applicant



Offer post (see model letter)
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SPECIMEN TIMETABLE FOR PRIMARY HEADTEACHER
INTERVIEW (ONE DAY, BASED ON FOUR CANDIDATES)
9.00

9.15

Governing body meeting


Opening prayer



Confirm arrangements for the day

Candidates arrive


9.30

Identification and qualification checks

Collective Worship and data task
Time
9.30
9.50
10.10
10.30

Collective Worship
Candidate 1
Candidate 3
Candidate 2
Candidate 4

Data
Candidate 2
Candidate 4
Candidate 1
Candidate 3

10.50 BREAK
11.10 Presentations (10 minutes with 5 minutes for questions)
Time
11.10
11.30
11.50
12.10

Candidate 1
Candidate 2
Candidate 3
Candidate 4

12.30 LUNCH - Candidates lunch with the board and staff
13.00 Governor body reconvenes


Agreement of questions for the afternoon and who will ask the questions

14.00 Formal Interviews


Approximately 40 minutes per candidate



At the end of the interview chair confirms that candidate is a practising Catholic and will accept the post
if offered
Time
14.00
14.40

Candidate 1
Candidate 2

15.20 BREAK
15.30
16.10

Candidate 3
Candidate 4
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16.50 Deliberation


Feedback on Collective Worship task



Feedback on data task



Discussion presentation task

17:50 The decision


The board use criteria to identify strongest applicant



Offer post (see model letter)
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SPECIMEN TIMETABLE FOR PRIMARY DEPUTY
HEADTEACHER INTERVIEW (ONE DAY, BASED ON TWO CANDIDATES)
8.45

Governing body briefing


Opening Prayer



Confirm arrangements for the day



Discussion of presentation task

9.15

Candidates arrive.

9.30

Tour of the school and Collective Worship (ten minutes with half of full school reception to year 6)
Time
9.30
10.00

Collective Worship (school hall)
Candidate 1
Candidate 2

Tour
Candidate 2
Candidate 1

10.30 BREAK
Time
10.45
11.15
11.15
11.45

Data Task
Candidate 1 given data
Candidate 1 data presentation
Candidate 2 given data
Candidate 2 data presentation

School Council
Candidate 2
Candidate 1

12.15 Candidate identity and qualification checks
12.30 LUNCH - Candidates lunch with the board and staff
13.00 Governing body reconvenes


Agreement of questions for the formal interview and who will ask the questions

13.00 Presentations. Candidates have 30 minutes preparation time.
(Presentation 10 minutes with 5 minutes for governor questions).
Time
13.00
13.30
13.30
14.00

Candidate 1 given presentation title
Candidate 2 given presentation title
Candidate 1 presentation
Candidate 2 presentation

14.30 BREAK
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14.40 Formal interviews


Approximately 40 minutes per candidate



At the end of the interview chair confirms that candidate is a practising Catholic and will accept the
post if offered
Time
14.40
15.20

Candidate 1
Candidate 2

16.00 Deliberation


Feedback on Collective Worship task



Feedback on data task



Feedback on school council



Presentation



Interview

17.00 The decision


The board use criteria to identify strongest applicant



Offer post (see model letter)
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SPECIMEN TIMETABLE FOR PRIMARY DEPUTY
HEADTEACHER INTERVIEW (ONE DAY, BASED ON FOUR CANDIDATES)
9.00

9.15

Governing body meeting


Opening prayer



Confirm arrangements for the day

Candidates arrive


9.30

Identification and qualification checks

Collective Worship and data task
Time
9.30
9.50
10.10
10.30

Collective Worship
Candidate 1
Candidate 3
Candidate 2
Candidate 4

Data
Candidate 2
Candidate 4
Candidate 1
Candidate 3

10.50 BREAK
11.10 Presentations (10 minutes with 5 minutes for questions)
Time
11.10
11.30
11.50
12.10

Candidate 1
Candidate 2
Candidate 3
Candidate 4

12.30 LUNCH - Candidates lunch with the board and staff
13.00 Governor body reconvenes


Agreement of questions for the afternoon and who will ask the questions

14.00 Formal Interviews


Approximately 40 minutes per candidate



At the end of the interview chair confirms that candidate is a practising Catholic and will accept the post
if offered
Time
14.00
14.40

Candidate 1
Candidate 2

15.20 BREAK
15.30
16.10

Candidate 3
Candidate 4
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16.40 Deliberation


Feedback on Collective Worship task



Feedback on data task



Discussion presentation task

17.40 The decision


The board use criteria to identify strongest applicant



Offer post (see model letter)
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SPECIMEN TIMETABLE FOR SECONDARY HEADTEACHER
INTERVIEW (TWO DAYS, BASED ON FIVE CANDIDATES)
DAY ONE
9.00

The board meet
 Opening prayer
 Confirm arrangements for the day

10.00

Panel Carousel 1

10.30

Panel Carousel 2

11.00

BREAK

11.20

Panel Carousel 3

11.50

Panel Carousel 4

12.20

LUNCH

13.20

Panel Carousel 5

13.50

Panel Carousel 6

14.10

BREAK

14.20

The board deliberate

15.10

Chair of the board and advisers meet candidates to discuss the arrangements for day two
including presentation topic. It is usual to prohibit use of PowerPoint. Examples of panel
carousels with six candidates and six separate panels.

Carousel Task

Candidate

1.

Collective Worship

A

F

E

D

C

B

2.

Data Task

B

A

F

E

D

C

3.

Student Panel

C

B

A

F

E

D

4.

Pastoral Panel

D

C

B

A

F

E

5.

RC Ethos Panel

E

D

C

B

A

F

6.

Teaching and Learning Panel

F

E

D

C

B

A
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DAY TWO

9.00

The board meet
 Opening prayer
 Confirm arrangements for the day

9.20

Presentation: Candidate 1
Ten minutes max: five mins for questions

9.35

Interview:

Candidate 1

10.20

Presentation:

Candidate 2

10.35

Interview:

Candidate 2

11.20

BREAK

11.40

Presentation:

Candidate 3

11.55

Interview:

Candidate 3

12.40

LUNCH

13.40

Presentation:

Candidate 4

13.55

Interview:

Candidate 4

14.40

Presentation:

Candidate 5

14.55

Interview:

Candidate 5

15.40

BREAK

16.00

The board deliberate

17.00

Decision
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SPECIMEN TIMETABLE FOR SECONDARY DEPUTY
HEADTEACHER INTERVIEW (TWO DAYS, BASED ON FIVE
CANDIDATES)
DAY ONE

9.00

The board meet
 Opening prayer
 Confirm arrangements for the day

10.00

Panel Carousel 1

10.30

Panel Carousel 2

11.00

BREAK

11.20

Panel Carousel 3

11.50

Panel Carousel 4

12.20

LUNCH

13.20

Panel Carousel 5

13.50

Panel Carousel 6

14.10

BREAK

14.20

The board deliberate

15.10

Chair of the board and advisers meet candidates to discuss the arrangements for day two
including presentation topic. It is usual to prohibit use of PowerPoint. Examples of panel
carousels with six candidates and six separate panels.

Carousel Task

Candidate

1.

Collective Worship

A

F

E

D

C

B

2.

Data Task

B

A

F

E

D

C

3.

Student Panel

C

B

A

F

E

D

4.

Pastoral Panel

D

C

B

A

F

E

5.

Curriculum

E

D

C

B

A

F

6.

Teach

F

E

D

C

B

A
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DAY TWO
9.00

The board meet
 Opening prayer
 Confirm arrangements for the day

9.20

Presentation: Candidate 1
Ten minutes max: five mins for questions

9.35

Interview:

Candidate 1

10.20

Presentation:

Candidate 2

10.35

Interview:

Candidate 2

11.20

BREAK

11.40

Presentation:

Candidate 3

11.55

Interview:

Candidate 3

12.40

LUNCH

13.40

Presentation:

Candidate 4

13.55

Interview:

Candidate 4

14.40

Presentation:

Candidate 5

14.55

Interview:

Candidate 5

15.40

BREAK

16.00

The board deliberate

17.00

Decision
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MODEL INVITATION TO INTERVIEW
INSERT APPLICANT'S NAME HERE
INSERT APPLICANT'S ADDRESS HERE
INSERT DATE HERE

Dear INSERT APPLICANT'S NAME HERE
Re: INSERT POST TITLE - DEPARTMENT HERE
Thank you for submitting your application form for consideration for the above post.
I am delighted to invite you to attend an interview on INSERT DATE HERE at INSERT TIME HERE to be held at
INSERT VENUE HERE . On arrival you should report to INSERT NAME OF PERSON/RECEPTION ETC HERE .
Interview details
Details regarding the format for the day are enclosed.
Documents enclosed with this letter
Enclosed with this invitation to interview letter are the following documents:1. The Catholic Education Service Model Contract of Employment for DELETE AS APPROPRIATE: SENIOR
LEADERSHIP GROUP 1/SENIOR LEADERSHIP GROUP 2/TEACHER/SUPPORT STAFF/LAY CHAPLAIN which will
be the contract of employment offered to the successful applicant;
2. Our Diocesan ‘Briefing Note’ which sets out our understanding and expectations of what it means to be a
‘practising Catholic’ which we believe will assist applicants to understand our Catholicity requirements as
indicated in the post advertisement and/or the application form and notes to applicants.
3. Equality Act 2010 Reasonable Adjustments Statement.
At the interview you will be required to sign a copy of this letter confirming that you have received, read and
understood the content of this letter and the enclosures thereto.
Disclosure and Barring Service check
This post is conditional upon satisfactory completion of Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) checks. You will be
required to submit to DBS checks should your application be successful and you have indicated your consent to such
DBS checks being made in your application form.
Right to work in the UK
Under the provisions of the Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Act 2006, we are legally required to verify that you
have permission to work in the UK. Therefore, please bring original documentary evidence of such to the interview.
Examples of evidence required can be found in the Notes to Applicants which were provided with your application
form.
Evidence of identity
As part of the DBS checks we are required to gather three forms of evidence to confirm your identity. You should,
therefore, bring with you to the interview three original documents from the following list (please note that you
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must provide at least one form of evidence from Group 1 and, where you provide any documentary evidence from
Groups 2a or 2b, at least one of those must state your current address):
Group 1:

Valid Passport/Biometric Residence Permit (UK)/Current Driving Licence (Full or Provisional) (UK/Isle
of Man/Channel Islands)/Birth Certificate (UK and Channel Islands) – issued at time of birth.

Group 2a:

Current UK Driving Licence (old style paper version)/Current Non-UK Photo Driving Licence (valid for
up to 12 months from the date that the applicant entered the UK)/Birth Certificate (UK and Channel
Islands) – issued after the time of birth/Marriage Certificate (UK and Channel Islands)/Adoption
Certificate (UK and Channel Islands)/HM Forces ID Card.

Group 2b:

Mortgage Statement (UK and EEA) (not more than 12 months old)/Bank or Building Society
Statement (UK and Channel Islands and EEA) (not more than 3 months old)/Bank or Building Society
Account Opening Confirmation Letter (UK)/Credit Card Statement (UK and EEA) (not more than 3
months old)/Financial Statement e.g. pension/ISA etc (not more than 12 months old)/P45 or P60 (UK
and Channel Islands) (not more than 12 months old)/Council Tax Statement (UK and Channel Islands
) (not more than 3 months old)/Work Permit or Visa (UK) (UK Residence Permit)/Utility Bill (UK) –
not mobile phone bill – (not more than 3 months old)/Benefit Statement (not more than 3 months
old)/A Document from Central or Local Government, a Government Agency or a Local Authority
giving an entitlement (UK and Channel Islands) (not more than 3 months old)/EU National ID
Card/Cards carrying the PASS accreditation logo (UK and Channel Islands).

Evidence of qualifications
You will be required to bring to your interview all evidence of any relevant qualifications and grades attained as
indicated by you in your application form. Please bring original documents.
Special requirements
We are committed to ensuring that all applicants are able to fully participate in the recruitment process as far as is
reasonable and, to that end, we enclose our Equality Act 2010 Reasonable Adjustments Statement which sets out
some examples of the types of adjustments we may be willing to make, where it is reasonable to do so, to ensure
fair access to disabled applicants.
Should you require any additional arrangements and/or adjustments to be made in order to fully take part in any
part of the interview process please contact INSERT NAME HERE , INSERT JOB TITLE AND CONTACT TELEPHONE
NUMBER HERE with your requirements.
Confirmation of attendance
Please contact INSERT NAME HERE , INSERT JOB TITLE AND CONTACT TELEPHONE NUMBER HERE to confirm
your attendance at interview.
INSERT ANY OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION HERE IF APPROPRAITE. DELETE THIS PARAGRAPH WHERE NOT
RELEVANT.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,
INSERT NAME ETC HERE
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